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A day and a half in the Bay – well, one of them....
By Sandra Mohekey
Thanks to Penny Nalder and Rosemarie J Baker for photos

So the Napier/Hawkes Bay Dog Taining Clubs’ combined Championship six
Jumpers Event was special and unusual in many ways. Here is my take on it.
Packing for a weekend of agility is always important; especially at this time of
year when you need to allow for a range of weather conditions. Wet weather
trous, tick. Waterproof soxs, tick. Sunblock, tick. We so live in a country which
can see four seasons in one day, although I was hoping the bay would turn on
some sunshine and maybe a little cloud.The event was located at Napier’s
council owned grounds at Meeanee, a detail which is quite important. Because
the Sunday was ANZAC Day the council which owned the grounds banned the
agility from taking place Sunday morning. So the organisers put four jumpers
on Saturday and two on the Sunday. This was in the advertisements but some
people missed this and made a late withdrawal. Their loss, as this was a well
run and generally good natured show.
At the show’s opening Cam got on the mic and urged us, several times, very
persistently, to gather so he could diseminate some very important
information. He said something like: “We will let you go back to course walking
and give you extra time but please come over and listen”. Yeah, some still
ignored him. Maybe the same ones who ignored a few other aspects of dog
training etiquette. Amongst the expected thanks to the, admittedly great,
judges and please support both the raffles, there was some less usual
information. Be ready to run and in the ring before the last dog leaves so the
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last heights are not competing in the dark. Damn you, the end of daylight
saving. Also the grounds are shared with two – what city needs two? – car
clubs and at one there was a wedding and at the other a bouncy castle was
arriving for a birthday party... Who says nothig happens in the bay? Stay away
from the wedding venue at all times. They do not like us. Stay away from the
roped off area once the bouncy castle arrives because they will be little
humans running around. Also, please pick up if you use the stockcars’ grounds
– they had kindly allowed campers to park there – because we want them to
let us use them again. Pick up anyway but especially there. All this was made
very clear in Cam’s speech so it was disappointing that some people ignored
this and, for example, took their dogs through the roped off area. Do we have
people who do not understand English competing or are some of us just very
forgetful or very lazy?
Ring three was the one in the midst of all this life – birthday, wedding and the
serious business of dog agility – but fortunately I only had one run in this ring
and Bowen didn’t seem to mind bouncy castles or fur challenged babies.
Mostly it was the A ring, I am not sure it this was a result of good planning or a
happy accident, but it certainly seemed like a good idea since A dogs are less
likely to get distracted and run off. I am going to assume it was part of the
great planning the clubs had done because the teams worked so well on so
many things despite the challenges they faced.
On Saturday in addition to the entertainment of watching the family of pigs
across the gully play fighting and guessing which height might have to
complete their runs in less well lit conditions as the dark gathered, there was
an additional entertainment. Namely, watching Jude and various others, her
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helpers, hiding in the garage, roller door up. Roller door down, and watching
Paul walking around looking for her and wondering, maybe, why Beverly was
left holding the dog. She was actually the lookout as well as a dog holder and
would periodically call out things like: “Paul has gone past the A ring”, “Paul is
in the clubhouse” and “Paul is looking for you, Jude.”
Well, the dark gathered and Ginny in C ring managed to finish judging in time,
as did the judge in A. B was always okay as they whipped through in a faster
pace. The lights were turned on and prizegiving was rattled through. People
were told to come up ready for their ribbons before their names were called
and there were no line ups. This was difficult for one of my friends, Christine,
as she did not realise she was getting a ribbon. A lovely surprise which came
about because a very honest person explained that the clear round she and
her dog were given was actually supposed to be a 5 faulter so she dropped out
of the top four. Now that is sportswomanship in action.
When Paul came up to shake
the hands of his winners he
was surprised to see Jude
whisk out of the garage with
bottles of champagne – on ice
of course, Jude has standards.
As she says, champane and
beer should be served cold. He
was instructed to ignore her
and keep his eyes on his job,
which he did with grace. Then
two magnificantcakes were
brought out, also provided by
Jude ‐ both the vanilla
strawberry and the chocolate
were delicious. Jude and
helpers provided paper plates,
wooden spoons, plastic
champagne flutes and
serviettes so everyone could enjoy her generosity. This total preparation is
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what we would expect from Jude
who, as those of us on FB knew, had
been planning this for months. Paul
does not do FB so he was surprised
that so many people knew he had a
big birthday coming up. We who
were there toasted Paul’s 60th, that
very day, and also Aprille’s 70th
from earlier in the week. Nice touch
Jude and helpers.
The next morning I was in the
unusual position of not leaving my
accommodation until check‐out
time because Sunday’s course walks
were set at 12.30, ready for a 1pm start. Usually I am rushing back to the
show. It was actually really nice to watch ANZAC commemorations on TV and
start the day in a more leisurely way. However, it came at a price as at the
show we once again played a little game of beat the clock to avoid the dark
and still run the ADX advanced and two sets of jumpers.
I want to give big thanks to all those organisers and club members and their
friends and families who helped. I hope we did not cause you too much
anguish. I enjoyed all the C and B couses. Some of the Bs looked scary but
flowed really well. I will be looking out for these judges again as they were so
nice despite the demands the large entries put on them – a particular
challenge for the older judges, eh Paul? Big praise to the results ladies, Colleen
and Robyn, and to those on buckets and callboards and scriming and poles. We
appreciated your hard work, even if tiredness made some of us do dumb
things or, worse, behave like we expected the world to revolve around us. It is
disappointing that Dianne and Adrienne had to pick up a supermarket bag full
of dog poo from the speedway because the dogs’ owners did not. Shame on
the owners who camped there. Equally disappointing that Becs and Graham
had to help pick up more from along the club fenceline. Time for a pick up or
stay home response maybe...
I, however, am looking forward to the Bay’s jumpers next year – though I
predict it won’t be such a special and surprising day.
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Juniors and Veterans Link
Annual results – Junior Link.
Top Junior Link member 20/21
Maddie Epplett and Lucy, HBDT
Well done Maddie!

VETERANS LINK
by Liz Barlow
Email yorkie_gal@hotmail.com with your results. Ideally a google
sheet with these headings: dog age handler size Club faults time
Month

Annual results – Veterans Link.
Congrats to all our oldies. I went for an average of the oldies' top six
results by height group. This year I also took the average height score
for all dogs over 13 to recognise our senior dogizens.
Top Smalls: 1st Polly Barlow, 2nd Bess Swinyard, ,3rd Shuffle Fargher
Top Maxis: 1st Moss Haydon, 2nd Radar Gillespie, 3rd Pulse Mohekey
Top Medium: 1st Taco Lilley
Top >13 Dog: Bess Swinyard
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Juniors and Veterans – June/july

The membership form is on the website:
https://agilitylink.webs.com/membership‐form
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June/July Game: BlackJack
Aim to collect 21 points in as fast a time as possible.
S/F jumps = zero points
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June/July 2021
Path length = 122m
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New Zealand Association
of Rally-O
Please ensure the course on the ground is the same as the plan, using a
metre wheel to check distances. The overall distance should also be
checked. The sign should be placed where the number on the plan
indicates and any separate numbers placed to the side on the right, with
cones usually placed just behind (in the case of weaves etc).
The sign must be performed in a one metre square to the front of the sign
for turns in front and slightly to the left for straight line walking.
In 2021/22 the challenge courses will be offered in:‐May. August,
October, December, January, March

RallyO course for June/July
Path length = 125m
1. 360 left (12)
2. 360 right (11)
3. serpentine weave once (24)
4. weave twice (23)
5. left about turn (29)
6. circle right (N2, 33)
7. left turn (6)
8. 270 right (9)
9. circle left dog on inside (N3, 34)
10. labyrinth (N6)
11.Halt sit walk around (pause)(30)
12. call front return to heel (35)
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NZARO Link RallyO – June/july
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June/July 2021 Flygility standard courses
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June/July 2021 Flygility Challenge course

dog

March 2021 BlackJack
handler
club score time
600

1

Sequel
2 Ali
3 Zinc
4 Edge
5 Jelo
6 Lucy
7 Maestro
8 Rogue
9 Blue
10 Ghost
11 Cherchez
12 Luna
13

Tayghen

14 Frankie
15 Nitro
16 Mztique

Lisa Finnerty

Jackie Olley

Jacky Carbin
Martin Bush
Jackie Olley
Gillian Petterson
Martin Bush

ccATS
ccATS
ccATS
EBOP

EBOP
EBOP
EBOP
EBOP
EBOP
ccATS
HBDTC
HBDTC

EBOP
HBDTC
HBDTC

EBOP

21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
16
17
25
555

17.538
18.224
20.107
21.060
22.030
23.75
26.500
26.900
28.6
29.006
40.555
50.933

18.939

25.250

47.551
555.000
555

500
Candace Bobier
Chrissy Harris
Karen de Wit
Lindsay McKillop
Ben Paddon
Dee Ockey
SMALL

CCATS
CCATS
HBDTC

21
21
21
21
20
18

Lucy

Dee Ockey

HBDTC

21

21.633

Tui
Teeka
Viper

sandra McHugh
Kathryn Snook
Kathryn Snook

CCATS
CCATS
CCATS

21
21
21

23.359
23.403
24.443

1

Tabasco

2
3
4
5
6

Lace

Finn
Emmy
Fizz

1
2
3

4

Peter de wit
Peter de wit
Karen de wit
Sue Whitwell
Una Forrester
Trish Bush
Joanne Allan
Trish Bush
Eileen Goldsmith

Ruby

CCATS
HBDTC

EBOP

21.533

21.895
25.117
30.28
20.708

15

5
6
7
8

Lulu
Pipi
Tigger
Wyn

Nicky Brant
sandra McHugh
Robyn Fargher
Robyn Fargher

CCATS
CCATS
HBDTC
HBDTC

21
21
21
18

27.063
32.23
44.038
41.051

Feb 2021 Snooker
dog

600
1 Lucy
2 Rogue
3 Ali
4 Baz
5 Glacie
6 Mztique
7 Larrie
8 Sequel
9 Checherz
10 Zinc
11 Frankie
12 Skye
13 Jelo
14 Benji
15 Luna
16 Edge
500
1 Finn
2 Tabasco
3 Shelby
SMALL
1 Tevis
2 Viper

handler

club

Trish Bush
Trish Bush
Peter de wit
Penny Festing

EBOP
EBOP
CCATS
CCATS

Jayden Duff

opening

closing

total

time

17
17
15
9

27
27
27
27

54 53.96
54 55.05
42 38.101
36 46.527

UHDTC

8

27

35

40.017

Martn Bush
Una Forrester
Peter de wit
Jackie Olley
Karen de wit
Jackie Olley

EBOP
EBOP
CCATS
HBDTC
CCATS
HBDTC

8
17
21
15
11
10

27
20
20
9
9
9

35
47
41
24
20
19

40.81
56.03
43.177
50.228
37.775
46.957

Huub

UHDTC

10

9

19

79.508

Una Forrester

EBOP

10

5

15

555

Annett

UHDTC

10

0

10

74.085

Jacky Carbin
Sue Whitwell

HBDTC
EBOP

4
555

0
555

4 17.395
555
555

Karen de wit
Candace Bobier

CCATS
CCATS

13
13

27
14

40 36.289
27 50.16

Wayne Turner

UHDTC

17

9

26

68.022

Anne Packer

UHDTC

20

27

47

48.263

Kathryn Snook

CCATS

16

20

36

50.19
16

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Faith

Sue Boyle

UHDTC

15

20

35

63.040

Lulu
Wyn

Nicky Brant
Robyn Fargher

CCATS
HBDTC

12
13

20
14

32 59.097
27 74.806

Monty

Trix Jaggi

UHDTC

16

9

25

70.630

Tigger
Maisie
Pipi
Tui

Robyn Fargher
Tyler Cooke
Sandra McHugh
Sandra McHugh

HBDTC
CCATS
CCATS
CCATS

12
11
11
9

9
9
9
9

21
20
20
18

71.860
42.515
54.127
44.726

AGILITY LINK NOVELTY CORRESPONDENCE
SERIES
RULES
Latest reprint: May 2020

Each Club must nominate a NALA Link co-ordinator(s). It is the
Club Link co-ordinator’s responsibility to ensure these rules are
adhered to.

1. ELIGIBILITY.
Only Agility Link subscribers are eligible to have scores recorded for
Interclub or individual dog competition. Agility Link subscribers may
have scores recorded for any dog they handle. Clubs may compete in any
Interclub competition offered by NALA. If Clubs wish to use a Novelty
name they must also include part of the Club name.

2. JUDGING.
Any person knowledgeable of the agility/flygility/rallyO rules may act
as a judge. Two or more judges may officiate, one judge competing
under the other judge. Care must be taken to provide consistent judging.
All judging will be based on the current acceptable standards in NZ.
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Exceptions are:
a) Weave poles: no faults or refusals except for touching the dog, but
they must be correctly negotiated.
b) Crossover: Judging level to be mentioned on the plan.
c) Long jump: if corner poles appear on the plan they must be used.
d) There is no SCT or MCT.

3. COURSE PLANS:
Any subscriber is welcome to submit a course plan, by Course designer,
or clearly drawn to scale on an A4 sheet. The ring size for agility is 30m
x 40m, and for rallyO is 20 x20m maxm for every month.

4. COURSE LENGTH, MEASUREMENTS AND TIMING.
When setting up the course, distances must be checked with a meter
wheel, following the path laid out on the plan. The total length of the
course must coincide with that stated in the plan, margin of error is 1m.
Where specific instructions are included on the plan these must be
adhered to. The course layout should be checked so that where the plan
shows jumps/signs in a straight line or on angles this is done. Check
grids and line up obstacles along a grid, so that the character of the
course is adhered to.
Electronic timers or an accurate stop-watch must be used, with times
being recorded to 100ths of a second.

5. SCORING AND RESULTS. (Unless specified otherwise with
the Course Brief)
The club will submit the score of each competitor's FIRST run over the
course.
No previous practice over that particular course is allowed. (** See
comment at the end of this document)
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Agility: The competitor's score consists of the time taken to run the
course plus any faults caused by course faults. A competitor who has NO
course faults will receive a bonus by having 5 secs subtracted from the
running time.
RallyO: The competitor's score consists of the time taken for the round
plus a score out of 100.
The club co-ordinator must enter results on the website or forward results
to reach the AGILITY LINK Results Recorder before the last day of the
month of running. Late results or results from members who are not
financial, will not be published or credited.

6. OBSTACLE STANDARDS.
The Club should use its own equipment. All obstacles must be of safe
construction. Where levels of height or length may differ, in Agility Link
competitions the obstacles should be set at their maximum height/length.

7. COMPETITION
a) Interclub.
A club's score in any month will be the sum of the scores of that club's
three best performers for that month. A club will be credited with points
for that month equal to the place it gains, e.g. The club that achieves 1st
Place is credited with 1 point, the 2nd club 2 points, etc.
Top Club Award will go to the club with the lowest total after adding
together that club's EIGHT lowest scores. If, finally, two clubs are on the
same aggregate score the club with the lower team aggregate for the
LAST month they both competed together, will have preference.
Agility Divisions.
There will be three or four Divisions, with approximately similar
numbers in each division. Clubs may organise more than one team but
the Club's second or third team must start in the fourth division, and
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handlers/dogs will run for the same team all year. All new teams/clubs
will start in the lowest division.
Relegation/promotion: The results recorder will publish
promotions/relegations with the aim to reward the top teams by
promotion, and to ensure the size of divisions is maintained
approximately even.
Dogs in Teams.
Where a Club has more than one Team in the competition, Senior dogs
(at DogsNZ Championship level) or those with a clear round in ADX
advanced must be included in the top team (this applies at the beginning
of the year when Teams are first set up).
New members (except for Senior dogs or dogs with a clear round in
ADX advanced ) may be added to any Club team.
NALA members who move during a competition year may have their
score credited to whichever Club they choose.
(b) Individual Dog.
The same principle will apply as for Interclub. Any member of NALA
may compete in the monthly competition, under the one subscription,
with more than one dog. Awards will be given to the first 10% (approx)
of dogs.
AGILITY LINK may, from time to time, offer other forms of
competition, depending on sponsorship, and interest.

8. CLASSES AND ELIGIBILITY.
Jumpers: Three times a year the courses will contain NO contact
obstacles. All dogs may compete.
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Games: An annual Games competition is now available. A standard
results sheet is available from the co-ordinator.
** Members should warm their dogs up prior to running the course.
A club should ideally set up equipment outside the course proper,
however a dog may also warm-up on equipment included in the course,
at the discretion of the NALA co-ordinator.
If this is the case, only one or two pieces can be used at a time and they
are to be used the OPPOSITE way to that which they will be run on the
course.
No food is to be used during the warmup on the course.
For example you may want to put your dog on the A-frame, weave or
dogwalk a few times and reward with a toy. This is allowed. Practice
jumps are easily set up, but many clubs wouldn’t get out two pieces of
contact equipment.
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ANNUAL RESULTS.
AGILITY: 600/Maxi dog results
1

Limit

Lara Tompsett

Cambridge DOC

1

Sequel

Peter de Wit

Christchurch DTC

3

Edge

Sue Whitwell

Eastern BOP Dog
Obedience

4

Deezee ADX JDX

Annette Burmeister

Feilding DTC

5

Fleet

Christine Gillespie

Whangarei DTA

6

A.Jax

Ana Workman

Wairarapa DTC

7

Ag&J GrCh Ali
ADXG JAB SNX
GDM

Peter de Wit

Christchurch DTC

8

Take

Lara Tompsett

Cambridge DOC

9

George JD

Dr John Gates

Huntly & Districts AG

10 Jelo ADXG JDG

Una Forrester

Eastern BOP Dog
Obedience
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AGILITY: 500/Medium dog results
1

Ruby

Denise Ockey

Hawkes Bay DTC

2

Vogue ADXG JDX

Paul Needham

Tokoroa DTC

3

Jay

Stacie Clark

Wairarapa DTC

4

Lia JDX ADX

Nartarsha Gorrie

Nelson DTC

5

Splash

Natasha Hoogstraten Mt Maunganui DTC

6

AG CH Loose ADX
SNB

Kim Loye

CHB Dog Training Club

7

Minx

Christine Lansdaal

Cambridge DOC

8

AgGr & J Ch Finn
Karen de Wit
ADXG JDX JAB GDM

Canterbury CATS

9

Lace JDX CGCG FD
AD

Chrissy Harris

Hawkes Bay DTC

Paul Needham

Tokoroa DTC

10 Envy
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AGILITY small dog results
1

AG CH Viper
ADXG JDX JAB
SNX RA

Kathryn Snook

Canterbury CATS

2

Whio ADX JD

Kay Griffiths

CHB Dog Training Club

3

Finch JDX RN

Lis Proctor

Mt Maunganui DTC

4

Mindy

Jennifer BullasEverest

Blenheim CTC

5

Dot AD

Jill Payne

CHB Dog Training Club

6

Milly ADX JD

Alison Derbyshire

Cambridge DOC

7

Gypsy

Alison Swinyard

Mt Maunganui DTC

8

Ayla-May

Cherie Saunders

Tauranga DTC

8

Paddy

Justine Dale

Mt Maunganui DTC

Alison Derbyshire

Cambridge DOC

10 Dazzle
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Flygility Standard results
Medium
1st

Kez TT1 FD

Ella Sands-Fore

North Taranaki DTC

Medium
2nd

FDGRCH Meggie

Nichola Mackay

Feilding DTC

Medium
3rd

FDGRCH JCH
Willow ADXAB
JDX GDX

Sandra Banks

North Taranaki DTC

Medium
4th

Dream JD FD

Sandra Banks

North Taranaki DTC

Small 1st

Pipa

Christine Hutchings

Dog Sports Rotorua

Maxi 1st

Blue FDX AD JDX Lynn Pillette
TT1

North Taranaki DTC

Maxi 2nd

Hunta

Joanne Steed

CHB Dog Training
Club

Maxi 3rd

Tank

Cherie Picking

DAWG

Maxi 4th

Sophie

Debbie Trimbach

Dog Sports Rotorua

Top Junior in Link
Maddie Epplett and Lucy, HBDT

Club awards.
Division One Winner & Runnerup
Division Two Winner & Runnerup
Division Three
Winner & Runnerup
Standard Flygility Winner & Runnerup
Challenge Flygility
Winner & Runnerup
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Flygility Challenge Results
Medium
1st

FDGRCH JCH Willow
ADXAB JDX GDX

Sandra Banks

Nth Taranaki DTC

Medium
2nd

FDGRCH Meggie

Nichola Mackay

Feilding DTC

Maxi 1st

Blue FDX AD JDX TT1

Lynn Pillette

Nth Taranaki DTC

Maxi 2nd

FDGRCH Echo

Nichola Mackay

Feilding DTC

Small 1st

Taku AD JD

Chris Ross

CHB DTC

ANNUAL Results – GAMES 600s
1

Ali

Peter de wit

UHDTC

2

Lucy

Trish Bush

EBOP

3

Jelo

Joanne Allan

EBOP

4

Edge

Sue Whitwell

EBOP

ANNUAL Results – GAMES 500s
1

Finn

Karen de wit

UHDTC

2

Lace

Chrissy Harris

HBDTC

ANNUAL Results – GAMES Small
1

Wyn

Robyn Fargher

HBDTC

2

Sky

Gillian Cruickshank

UHDTC
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NZARO/Agility Link RALLYO - standard

NZARO RALLYO Individual Competition - challenge

NZARO RALLYO Club Competition

Winner & Runnerup
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